CLASSES – IX TO X
TERM – I JUNE-SEPTEMBER (2016-17)
Club In-Charge: S.NAGENDRAM

CHESS
Sports is Friendship, Sports is Health, Sports is education,
Sports is Life and Sports brings the World Together.
Through the Sports Club, weteach the students how to
play chessand Improve their concentration and observation
skills,goal setting, agility, hand and eye co-ordination, discipline,
how to deal with triumph and defeat&buildteam spirit in
them.
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Chess is a two-player strategy board game played on a Chessboard, a checkered game Board
with 64 squares arranged in an eight-by-eight grid.Chess is played by millions of people
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worldwide,
both amateurs and professionals.
Each player begins the game with 16 pieces: one king, one queen, two rooks, two knights,
two bishops, and eight pawns. Each of the six piece types moves differently. The most
powerful piece is the queen and the least powerful piece is the pawn. The objective is to
'checkmatethe opponent's king by placing it under an inescapable threat of capture. To this
end, a player's pieces are used to attack and capture the opponent's pieces, while
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supporting their own. In addition to checkmate, the game can be won byvoluntary
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resignation
by the opponent, which typically occurs when too much material is lost, or if
checkmate
appears unavoidable. A game may also result in a draw in several ways.
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In the months of June and July, the students were taught to play the game with
the brief description and the importance of the game rules and regulations,
terms and conditions of the game and movability of coins and playing the
game with the techniques.

In the month of August and September students learnt how to play the game
with more winning strategies to achieve more perfection, and also learnt how
to perform in the tournaments.
Even though chess is the most popular game in the world, there are many
people who are just beginning to learn how enjoyable chess is. If you are
completely new to chess then start to know the rules and moves to learn the
game.

